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more.The court will decide on Monday if it will start hearing evidence
from the plaintiffs, that a government monopoly on maritime

navigation must be freed. The file photo shows the Yangtze River
from the water's edge in the center to the three main islands of

Wuhan, just on the left. The Jinmao 12 case has been widely covered
in the Chinese media, where the US claim on the high seas has

become a touchstone for patriotism against foreign challenges to the
Chinese maritime rights. The case "has been widely reported in both
Chinese and international media, with government officials warning
against the 'US foreign interference' in China's sovereign territory,"

the court said in a statement announcing its decision. The prosecution
had argued that the US had no right to conduct the military trial since
its vessels were not within Chinese waters, and attacked the "Crown's
right to nullify the jurisdiction of Chinese law." The US ship itself, the
US Navy tugboat, referred to as ATON, was anchored at a distance of

80 kilometers from land. The Chinese government argued that the
boundary of the sea falls within the third-adjacent sea to China. The
case has become a flashpoint in the dispute over who has a greater
claim to the South China Sea. The US says China's sweeping claims
are excessive and denies Chinese sovereignty over the waterway.

China claims almost all of the South China Sea, and some islands are
covered with military installations. Other countries also claim

territories. Crossing the line Representatives of the United States and
China traded punches in the media on Monday about the court's

decision. The Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs said in a statement
that it "deeply resented" the conduct of the United States in the
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incident. The statement also warned that "such behavior has crossed
a red line and is a significant threat to international maritime
security." The court decision, however, was a huge blow to

Washington, which has become the most 6d1f23a050
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